
 

Spyder 5 Elite Serial 352 _BEST_

the factory sport mode had a tendency to always overdrive the monitor,
giving it a yellow tint in the most extreme cases. a driver can lower rgb
levels for a very ‘vintage’ look and preserve the true character of the

film. this is great for games, which are naturally darker, but if you want a
more sedate photo or video, you can preserve the display and find better
calibration settings on the menu. the spyder elite's overdrive method is
the ‘sum of the flat horizontal and vertical gamma curves’. this means
that the gamma curve is overlayed onto the gamma curve to create an
overdrive curve. it starts at 1.5 times the led average, then drops as a

function of gamma (the slope of the curve is 1.2, so the overdrive
function begins at 7.5 times the led average). the monitor is able to

produce a very accurate picture at 1.5 times the led average, but only at
the cost of generating a very video-like picture. you will notice that

anything approaching a true color will result in the monitor becoming
very hot, and the backlight and pwm circuitry will get very noisy. the
spyder elite is a comprehensive display calibration tool, and while it is

very accurate at 1.5 times the led average, we found the overdrive was
more noticeable when used at 1.75 times the led average. it does give
the desired uniformity and color accuracy across the panel at 1.5 times

the led average, though. at 1.75 times the led average, you can get away
with using the default settings on the menu, and the monitor will look

really good with very little tweaking. what about its color performance?
when compared to other monitors, a native contrast of about 5000:1 is
typical. according to the spyder elite utility, measurements were taken
with adaptive brightness, game mode, rgb default and usb restricted

adjusted.
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the history of the
ferrari 375 mm

pinin farina spider
reads like the

script for a
hollywood feature
film. now with less

than 30 current
owners and

representing the
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only opportunity in
decades to acquire

one of these
incredible ferraris,
this exceptional
example of just

five-year
production is

further outstanding
with its

provenance, racing
history, and one-of-
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a-kind documented
period of

ownership. with an
airtight chain of

documented
ownership that

features just five
caretakers,

including a current
period of care
exceeding four
decades, this
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restored and well-
documented 375
mm pinin farina

spider is one of the
most

extraordinarily
desirable vintage
ferraris to become
available in some

time, offering
rarity, racing
provenance,
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limited ownership,
and historic

documentation. the
cars beautiful and
highly influential

one-off coachwork
would be

immeasurably
valuable even

without the chassis
notable

competition
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pedigree, but the
racing record and
chain of ownership
truly distinguish it
from a small and
elite handful of

such cars. this 375
mm is, bar none, a
benchmark blue-
chip ferrari of the
highest order, one
whose availability
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is a singular, once-
in-a-lifetime event.

with an airtight
chain of

documented
ownership that

features just five
caretakers,

including a current
period of care
exceeding four
decades, this
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spider is one of the
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desirable vintage
ferraris to become
available in some

time, offering
rarity, racing
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documentation. the
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one-off coachwork
would be

immeasurably
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without the chassis
notable
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pedigree, but the
racing record and
chain of ownership
truly distinguish it
from a small and
elite handful of

such cars.
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